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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of conflicting norms.

The solution we describe is based on the concept of role:

a role defines some permissions, obligations and prohi-

bitions which are supposed free of conflicts. As soon as

an individual plays a role, he inherits the set of norms

associated with this role.

We show that conflicting norms arise because an in-

dividual may play different roles.

The central idea of our paper is to consider that it

is possible to make a judgement of priority between the

roles an individual plays, in order to decide which are

the actual norms which apply in a given situation. This

priority may be chosen by the individual or may be

dependent on the structure which may exist between

roles.

Our paper mainly describes the axiomatic part of a

logic for reasoning about norms associated with prim-

itive roles as well as with composite roles obtained by

merging several roles.

Introduction

Deontic logic, also called the logic of norm, refers to a

logical model of the obligation, permission and prohi-

bition concepts. One of the major issues in the study

of deontic logic is the problem of conflicting norms, in

particular the so-called moral dilemmas. The problem,

briefly stated, is that it is impossible to specify moral

dilemmas using any normal system of deontic logic, for

instance the standard deoutic logic (SDL).
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However, instead of designing a modal logic weaker

than SDL, a common view is to consider that cou-

flictiug norms and moral dilemmas should be dealt

with from a nonrnonotonic perspective (see for instance

[RL91, Hor91, McC92, Pra94, vdT94]).

In this paper, we propose a new approach to defensi-

ble norms, based on the concept of role [Cup94]. Intu-

itively, each individual is associated with a set of roles

which represents the behavior the individual is playing

in a given situation. Each role defines the permissions,

obligations and prohibitions laid upon the role-holder.

It should be noted that we consider that a role can be

defined separately from the individuals. More precisely,

we do not consider that a norm directly applies to indi-

viduals but instead, with each role is associated a set of

norms and an individual will “inherit” this set of norms

when playing a given role.

In our approach, we also consider that there is no nor-

mative conflict within a given role. Therefore, a conflict

can only exist when an individual is playing two differ-

ent roles and a conflict exists between these two roles.

In this case, we argue that the norms inherited from a

given role are only pn”ma facie obligations, permissions

or prohibitions and the central idea is to consider that

it is possible to make a judgment of priority between

these two roles in order to evaluate the actual norm

which applies to a given situation.

In many situations, especially moral dilemmas, the

judgment of priority depends on the individual and may

differ from one individual to another, In this case, the

judgment of priority must be explicitly specified if one

wants to evaluate the actual norm. However, in other

situations, this judgment of priority can be also implic-

itly derived by structuring the set of roles by using the

concepts of sub-role and sub-ideal role. We argue that

this point of view enables to respectively deal with de-

fensible and contrary to duty norms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 1, we present our deoutic logic which consid-
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ers that every norm is designed to apply to a given role.

Section 2 informally describes how we plan to use this

deontic logic to deal with normative conflicts. Section

3 addresses the problem of the regulation completion.

Section 4 defines the fusion of a set of roles with respect

to a given order of priority. This allows us to define

in section 5 which actual norms apply to an individual

in a given situation. In section 6, we suggest to dis-

tinguish between three kinds of normative conflicts –

Moral dilemmas, defensible norms and contrary to duty

norms – and show how our deoutic logic applies to these

different types of conflict. Finally, section 7 concludes

this paper on future works that remain to be done and

proposes a comparison with other related approaches.

It is important to notice that, in this paper, we only

present the axiomatic part of our logic. This is mainly

due to space limitation and a complete semantics will

be presented in a forthcoming paper.

1 Obligation and permission

1.1 Language and axiomatic

Our deontic logic is based on the concept of role.

For this purpose, we consider a finite set Role =

{Rl, R2, . . . . &} of roles. With each role is associated

a set of norms. Therefore, we consider, for each role Ri,

deontic modalities having the form OR,, PRi and FR,.

We also need to consider a set of real agents; for the

sake of simplicity, we shall consider only one real agent,

called “the individual” in the remainder of this paper.

The language L we use is then defined as follows:

Let VAR be a set of propositional variables. Then,

● If p belongs to VAR then p is a formula of L.

● If p is a formula. of L then =p is a formula of L.

● If p and q are formulas of L then p A q is a formula

of L.

● If p is a formula of L and if Ri is a role then OR, p,

~f?, P and ~Hi j) &l’e f~i’llltdas ~f ~

● Not,hing else is a formula of L.

Intuitively, OR, p, PR, p and FR, p are respectively to

be read: “Within the role R2, p is obligatory, permitted

or forbidden”, The axiomatic of the logic is defined as

follows:

● (AO) All tautologies of propositional logic

● (Al) OR, pAOR, (p - q) -+ OR, q

● (A2) PR, (p A q) --+ PR, P A pR, q

● (A4) OR, p + ~P&~p

● (A5) ~R,p + OI+,~p

The inference rules of the logic are the following:

● (11) Modus ponens

● (12) &

● (13) &

1.2 Comments

The axiomatic for each modality OR, is a KD logic

[Che88]. In particular, notice that from axioms (A3)

and (A4) we can derive the axiom D for ORi: OR, p -+

-OR, -p. This is fully compatible with SDL.

On the other hand, we break with the tradition in

deontic logic which generally views obligation as dual

of pernlission, i.e. } OR,p w 7PR, ~p. We only accept

the implication form the left to the right (A4) but not

the converse. This is because we consider that the set

of norms associated with a role generally does not rep-

resent a complete regulation of the world, i.e. within a

role, there may be sentences which are neither permit-

ted nor obligatory.

This assumption is important when we shall merge

the regulations associated with two different roles Ri

and Rj. As a matter of fact, by merging the two roles,

we want to consider that the roles are in some sense

complementary and this is not possible if each role Ri

and Rj represents two different but conxp[ete regulations

of the world.

On the other hand, axioms (A3) and (A4) are re-

quired because, aa we pointed out in the introduction,

we consider that there is no normative conflict within

a given role, i.e. it is not possible that p is obligatory

without p being permitted (A3) and with the negation

of p being not permitted (A4),

Finally, axiom (A5) says that “it is prohibited that

p“ is defined as “it is obligatory that np”.

2 Examples of conflict

Under the assumption of the previous section, conflict-

ing norms may only exist bet ween two different roles.

From a logical point of view, we may distinguish sever-

al types of conflicting norms:

● (Cl)OR, pA OR, ~p
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. (C2) OR, pA FR, p

● (C3) OR, pA PR, --IP

In cmr logic, we can derive from axiom (A5) that (Cl)
and (C2) are actually equivalent and by using axiom
(A3) we can derive that (C3) is a weaker conflict than

(Cl) in the sense that (Cl) implies (C3).

As an example of normative conflict, let us consider
the two following norms:

● (N 1) A Christian ought not kill his neighbour.

● (N2) If a Soldier is ordered to kill an enemy, then
he ought kill him.

To represent these norms in our logic, we shall actually

consider that the first norm only applies within a first
role, namely RI = Christian and the second norm ap-

plies to another role, namely R? = Ordered-Soldier. In

our logic, this leads to the following specification:

● OR, TI<ill A ORZ Kill

This corresponds to the case (C 1) of normative conflict.

Notice that this does not necessarily correspond to a

case of moral dilemma. To obtain such a dilemma, the

individual must be playing both roles of Christian and

Ordered_Soldier. In this case, the individual is obliged
to kill and obliged not to kill. However, as was suggest-
ed by David Ross [Ros30], these are only prima facie

obligations, not actual obligations; Prima facie obliga-

tions can conflict while actual obligation cannot (see

also [Mor94]).

So, if an individual is playing both the roles of

Christian and Ordered-Soldier, how will he proceed

to transform his conflicting prima facie obligations to

kill and not to kill into actual obligations? We sug-

gest that he will decide that one of his obligation takes

precedence. This will be formalized in our logic by a

judgment of priority between the two conflicting roles.

Notice that, in the case of moral dilemmas, this judg-

ment of priority clearly depends on a choice performed

by the individual faced to the dilemma. Some individ-

uals may indeed decide that in this situation the role

of OrderedSoldier takes precedence; in this case the

obligation to kill is the actual obligation. While other

individuals will decide that the role of Christian has

bigher priority; in this case the obligation not to kill

becomes the actual obligation.

3 Completion of a regulation

The problem of completion of a regulation consists in

adopting a position, in deontic terms, towards the sen-

tences which are not explicitly ruled by the regulation.

For instance, let us consider a language with two

propositions: Finger (eating with fingers) and Napkin

(putting napkin on lap). Assume that a regulation as-

sociated with the role Eater only expresses that it is

obligatory to put napkin on lap, i.e O~ate,.Vapkin. The

problem is that the regulation takes no position about

eating with fingers. Does this mean that it is permitted

to eat with fingers because the regulation does not ex-

plicitly prohibit it? Does it mean that it is forbidden,

because the regulation does not, explicitly permit it?

When addressing the problem of merging regulations

associated with different roles, the problem of comple-

tion must be attacked.

For instance, consider two roles. The first one RI ex-

presses that eating with fingers is permitted. The sec-

ond one expresses that putting napkin on lap is oblig-

atory. We could consider that RI permits not to put

napkin because it does not explicitly forbid it. In this

case, there is a conflict of type (C3) between R1 and

R2: the first one allows people not to put napkin while

the second one obliges them to put napkin. On the op-

posite, we could consider that R2 forbids to eat with

fingers because it does not explicitly permit it. In such

a case too, there is also a conflict of type (C3) between

RI and R2 because one allows people to eat with fingers,

while the other forbids it. In both case, merging the two

regulations implies solving these problems of conflicting

norms.

The solution we adopt for completing a regulation

consists in considering that a literal il is not obligatory

if the regulation does not explicitly obligates it and a lit-

eral is not permitted if the regulation does not explicitly

permits it and does not explicitly obligates it.

It is important to notice that we restrict the appli-

cation of this approach to regulations defined in terms

of sets of permitted or obligated literals. This approach

would indeed lead to inconsistency if we had apply it to

any kind of regulation, especially those including dis-

junctive norms.

Therefore, let us consider that the regulation as-

sociated with a role R is represented by a finite

set z = {O~il, . . . . ORli, PRl~, . . . . PRlj} where each

llj..., 1~,i{, lj.,lj is a literal. For completing this regu-

lation, let us consider the formula

+)~ === ~ OR~ A A PR[ A

ORIC’R (PR/67?)0r(OH16’R)

~ +R[ A ~ +’R[

oR/@’?2 (Fnl@7t)and(Oml@Z)

where 1 is any literal of the underlying propositional

1A literal is a positive or negative atomic formula
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language.

Proposition 1 Assume that the logic for reasoning

with modalities OR and P~ is the one presented in sec-

tion 1.1. Let %? bea regulation associated with the role

R and let / be a literal of the underlying propositional

language, then:

where xor stands for the exclusive or.

Proof of proposition 1 is immediate.

This ensures that considering ~R provides a means

to complete the regulation ‘R associated with R.

For instance, let us consider our previous roles RI

and R2. In this case, we have: 7771= {PRIFinJer} and

‘Rz = {OR, fVapkin}. Therefore, applying the comple-

tion to these regulations leads to the following formulas:

*R, = PR, Finger A ~oRIFingerA
~OR,Napkin A ~PRINapkinA

-@ R,~Finger A ~PR17FingerA

~OR, ?Napkin A ~PR,7Napkin

~Rz = oR,Napk~n A PR,Napk~nA
+3R2Finger A ~PR2FingerA

_@R2~FingeT A +R2~FingerA
~OR2~Napkin A ~PR2TNUpkin

Notice that, when completing the regulation ‘RI, we ob-

tain in particular that TPR, Napkin A TPR1 ~Napkin.

This formula is satisfiable in our logic. It only means

that both Napkin and lNapkin are not positively per-

mitted. In our logic, this does not lead to Napkin and

~Napkin being both prohibited. This would not be

possible using SDL since in SDL the formula Pp V P-p

is sound for any formula p,

4 Merging roles

In this section, we present the axioms of the logic used

for reasoning with composite roles, i.e. roles obtained

by merging several roles. The problem, as described in

section 2, is that roles may be conflicting. For instance,

one obliges something and another one obliges the con-

trary. For solving this problem, we suggest to use an

order for merging the roles. This order represents a pri-

ority between them. In this section, we will consider

that this order is total. The extension to partial orders

will be discussed in section 7.

Notice that our approach is similar to the one which

was adopted in [Cho93] for merging several infornla-

tion sources. Indeed, when merging several information

sources (databases, belief bases... ) the problem of con-

flict between different sources also arises. We attacked

this problem from a logical point of view, defining a

multi-agent logic: each agent was either a primitive in-

formation source, or a new information base obtained

by merging several information sources with an order of

priority. In this case, the order represented the relative

reliability of the sources. In [Cho93], we have present-

ed two logics for reasoning with such information. The

first one implements a suspicious attitude in which any

information provided by a source which contradicts a

more reliable source was ignored. The second one im-

plements a trustful attitude in which we ignore only the

smallest piece of information provided by a source which

contradicts a more reliable source.

Here, for merging roles, we adopt the second kind of

attitude.

Notations If the roles to be merged are noted

R1, . . . . Rk, then the role obtained b; merging them

using the order R1 > .. . > Rk will also be noted

R1 >... > Rk.

Ifo=Rl >... > Rk is a composite role ob-

tained by merging k roles, we will note o >

Rk+l the composite role obtained by merging

Rl,...,Rk,Rk+l with the order R1 > . ..> Rk >

R~+l.

4.1 Extending the logic of section 1

We extend the language L we propose in section 1 by

considering the following modalities:

. 00, PO and FO where o is any primitive role or

composite role obtained by merging several roles.

Intuitively, OOp, Pop and Fop will mean that, accord-

ing to the primitive or composite role o, p is respectively

obligatory, permitted or prohibited.

4.2 Axiomatic of the extended logic

We replace axioms (AO)-(A5) of section 1.1 by the fol-

lowing axioms. In these axioms, i represents a proposi-

tional literal, p and q represent propositional formulas,

R~ represents a primitive role and o represents a primi-

tive or composite role.

● (AO) All tautologies of propositional logic

● (Al) oop A Oo(p — q) + Ooq

● (A2) ~O(pA q) ~ POPA Poq
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● (A3)

● (A4)

● (A5)

● (A6)

● (A7)

● (A8)

● (A9)

Oop+ Pop

Oop + .Po7p

Fop ++ OoTp

O.i + O.>R,[

OR,[ A TPO+ + OO>R,[

OO>&! + O.l V oR, i

P.i + po>Rz~

● (A1O) PR,l A TOO-4 + po>R,l

● (All) PO>&~ * POIV PR,~

Axioms (A1)–(A5) are the axioms defined in section

1.1, extended to any primitive or composite role, Notice

that the extension of these axioms to non primitive roles

means that the way of reasoning with obligations and

permissions in composite roles is the same as the way

of reasoning in primitive roles.

Axiom (A6) expresses that if 1 is obligatory in role

o, then it is also obligatory according to the composite

role 0> Ri.

Axiom (A7) expresses that if 1is obligatory in a prim-
itive role Ri and if -d is not permitted in role o, then /

is obligatory according to the role 0> Ri.

Axiom (A8) expresses that if / is not obligatory in

both roles o and R;, then it is not obligatory in role

o>Ri.

Axiom (A9) expresses that if 1 is permitted in role o,

then it is also permitted in role 0> Ri.

Axiom (A1O) expresses that if 1 is permitted in a

role R2 and if -4 is not obligatory in role o, then 1 is

permitted in role 0> Ri.

Axiom (Al 1) expresses that if 1 is not permitted in

both roles o and I?i, then it is not permitted in role

o>Ri.

The inference rules are extension of the ones pre-

sented in section 1.1 to any kind of role, primitive or

composite:

● (11) Modus ponens

● (12) &

c (13) &

Finally, notice that axioms (A6)–(A11) does not ap-

ply to any formulas, especially disjunctive formulas.

For instance, let us consider two propositions a and

b. Let us assume that according to a first role RI

we have OR, (a V b) and TPR, a A TPR, b. Let us al-

so assume that according to a second role R2 we have

OR, la A OR,~b. Now, by applying axiom (A6), we can

derive that OR, >R, avb and, by apllying axiom (A7), we

can also derive that ORI >& ~a A OR, >Rz ~b and there-
fore OR, >R, (=a A =b). However, according to axioms

(A1)-(A5), the formula OOp -+ 100~p is valid for any

role, primitive or composite. Therefore, the above ax-

iomatic would have fallen into inconsistency if we had

considered that axioms (A6)–(A11 ) apply to any formu-

las. On the other hand, if these axioms are restricted

to literals, then this axiomatic does not lead to incon-

sistency as it is now shown.

4.3 Property of the extended logic

As said in the introduction of this section, we assume

that there are n roles to be merged. Each role R2 can

be associated with a formula OR,, as defined in section

3, which represents the completion of the regulation as-

sociated with role Ri.

Let us define: $ = $R, A A *R,,.

This formula expresses what are the obligations and

permissions in each primitive roles, and these ones only.

Proposition 2 Let o be a role obtained by merging k

roles in n (k z 1). Let 1 be a propositional literal. Then:

((l- r/ --+ O./) xor (F ~ --+ =O.l))

and ((t- @ --+ PO1) xor (1- rJ + =PO1))

The proof is by induction on the length of o i.e the

number of roles which are merged in o. Notice that,

if there is only one role, then we re-use the result of

proposition 1 in section 3.

This proposition ensures us that the regulation corre-

sponding to role o (primitive or composite) is complete

with respect to literals.

5 Deriving actual norms

Merging several roles together allows us to derive the

actual norms which apply to the individual in a giv-

en situation. For this purpose we first need a means to

specify which roles the individual is playing in the situa-

tion we want to consider and which judgment of priority

between these roles applies in this situation. Therefore,

we add to the language of section 4 the following propo-

sitions:

v AliRoles(Rl , . . ..Rk) for each subset {RI, . . ..R~}

of the set of roles.
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Intuitively, All_Roies(Rl, . . . . R~) is to be read “RI, . . . . Rk

are all and only all the roles played by the individual

and these roles are ordered according to the judgment

of priority RI > . ..> Rk”.

We can now define which actual norms apply to the

individual in a given situation. For this purpose, we also

add to the language of section 4 simple modalities O,

P and F. Intuitively, Op, Pp and Fp are respectively

to be read: “p is an actual obligation, permission or

prohibition for the individual”. The axioms defining O,

P and F are the following:

● (A16)

AllRoles(RI, . . . . Rk) --+ (op ++ OR, >...>R, P)

● (A17)

A1l-Roles(Rl, . . . . Rk) + (Pp ++ PR, > >R, P)

● (A18) Fp * O1p

Axiom (A16) says that if RI, . . . . Rk are all and only

all the roles played by the individual and if RI > . >

Rk represents the judgment of priority between these

roles then the actual obligations of the individual are

derived by merging all the roles according to this order

of priority.

Axiom (A17) is a similar definition for the actual per-

missions. Axiom (A18) simply says that “p is an actual

prohibition” if and only if “~p is an actual obligation”.

6 Application to examples

In section 2, we have shown that, from a logical point

of view, we may distinguish several types of conflicti-

ng norms. From a philosophical point of view, we can

also distinguish different types of normative conflicts –

namely moral dilemmas, defensible norms and tout rary

to duty norms. We now show through examples how

our approach applies to each type of conflict.

6.1 Moral dilemmas

Let us first come back to the example of moral dilemma

proposed in section 2:

. (N 1) A Christian ought not kill his neighbour.

● (N2) If a Soldier is ordered to kill an enemy, then

he ought kill him.

111 our logic, we introduce two roles: R.l = Christian

and R2 = Order ed.Soldier.

Then norms (N 1) and ( N2) are specified as follows:

● ORITI<i[l A oR,I<i[[

Let us assume that the individual is a Christian sol-

dier who has received the order to kill. Since, the indi-

vidual is playing the two roles RI and R2, he is faced

to a moral dilemma.

If he decides that the role R2 takes precedence on

the role RI, (i.e he is first of all a soldier) then we shall

consider: ,411-Roles(R2, RI). Therefore, using axioms

(A6)-(Ail) and (A16)-(A17), we can prove that the

actual obligations and permissions are:

● TO TI<ill A ~P~I<ill A OI<ill A PI<i[l

In other terms, the individual is obliged to kill.

On the opposite, if the individual considers that

he is first of all a Christian, then we assume:

All_Roles(R1, Rz). In this case, we can derive:

● O-d<ili A PTKill A TOKill A TPKi[l

i.e. the individual is obliged not to kill.

6.2 Defensible norms

Let us consider the following example [Hor91]:

. (N3) You ought not eat with your fingers.

● (N4) If you are served asparagus, you may eat

with your fingers2.

● (N5) You ought put your napkin on your lap.

Here again , we suggest to use the concept of role.

We introduce two roles: R3 = Eater and R4 =

Asparagus-Eater and we consider that rules (N3), (N5)

and (N4) respectively apply to R3 and R4.

In our logic, this leads to the following specification:

● 0R3~Finger A 0R3Napkin A pR4 Finger

Now, let us assume that the individual eats aspara-

gus. In such a case, since he is playing both roles Rs

and R4, the individual is faced to a conflict of type (C3):

he is permitted to eat with fingers and he is obliged not

to do SO.

In the previous example, the individual was free to

choose the precedence between the roles. On the oppo-

site, in this example, we can consider that independent-

ly of the individual, R4 is a sub-role of role R3 in the

2 Actually, in the original “asparagus eater” paradox, the sec-

ond rule is rathe~ “If you are served asparagus, you ought eat

with you fingem”. We transfom this obligation into a permis-
sion to show how our approach applies when merging obligation

with permission.
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sense that as soon as the individual plays the role & he

also plays the role R3 and he inherits from R3 as many

norms as possible.

So it comes to consider that the individual plays a

composite role R4 > R3 obtained by merging R3 and

R4 in such a way that norms relative to role R4 take

precedence on the norms relative to role R5. Therefore,

we add the following formula A1/_ro/es(R4, R3). Let

us now show how to evaluate actual norms in this case.

We have:

+R, = oR,7Fin9ev A oR,NaP~inA
PR,~Finger A PR3NapkinA

~OR+Finger A ~OR,~NapkinA

~PR,Finger A ~PR,~Napkin

~Ra = 7oR~7Fin9eT A 7oR,NaP~inA
-+R4 ~Finger A TPRg NapkinA

_@& Finger A -@Rd~NapkinA

PRd Finger A YPRd ~Napkin

Then, by applying the axioms (A6)-(A11) and

(A16)-(A17), we can show that:

. ONapkin A PFinger A P~Finger

In other terms, when an individual eats asparagus,

i.e when he plays the two roles R3 and R4, since R4 is

a sub-role of R3, the individual is obligated to put his

napkin on his lap, he is permitted to eat with his fingers

and he is also permitted not to eat with his fingers.

Notice that considering that R4 is a sub-role of R3

is a way of representing defensible norms. Indeed, rule

(N4) maybe viewed as an exception to the general rule

(N3), when asparagus are served.

6.3 Contrary to duty norms

Let us now consider a third example, generally called

“the gentle murder paradox”:

●

●

This

tures,

(N6) A Christian ought not kill his neighbour3.

(N7) If you kill someone, then you ought kill him
gently.

is an example of contrary to duty (CTD) struc-
i.e. situations in which there is a primary obli-

gation, namely the obligation stated by rile (N6), and

a secondary obligation, namely the obligation stated by

rule (N7), which comes into effect when the primary

3 Actually, in the original gentle mul-dez- pcmadox, tl.e fir-t rule

is rathe~ “Everyone ought not kill hk neighbour”. We sightly

change this rule to make a clearer difference with the asparagus-

eater example.

obligation is violated. It is a well-known problem in

the study of deontic logic to investigate representations

which provide consistent readings to CTD-structures.

Here, we want to show how to apply our approach to

CTD-structures. The basic idea is quite similar to the

two previous examples. We consider that rules (N6) and

(N7) respectively apply to two different roles, namely

R5 z Christian and Rc = I<i[ler. Then, we have:

. OChT~,t~an~I~i// A o~<~ljer(~{i[~ A Gently)

First, notice that we cannot consider that Killer is

a sub-role of Christian or that Christian is a sub-role

of Killer as informally defined in the previous example.

However, we can consider that Killer is a sub-ideal
role of Christian in the sense that Iiilier is a role the

individual plays when he has violated the obligation not

to kill associated with Christian.

In this case, we can also consider that the norms
associated with Killer take precedence on the norms

associated with Christian.

By applying the axioms, we can derive that the obli-

gation to kill gently (and therefore to kill) must be con-

sidered the actual obligation when the individual com-

mits a murder.

This is a plausible view of CTD-structures.

7 Discussion and related work

In this paper, an approach based on the concept of roles

was proposed to deal with normative conflicts. We guess

that this approach provides a clear distinction between

prima ~acie and aclualnorms, In our model, prima facie

norms are inherited by the individual when this individ-

ual is playing a given role. prima facie norms may be

defeated when a normative conflict between two differ-

ent roles occurs. Actual norms are derived by merging

all the roles the individual is playing in a given situa-

tion.

To make our work complete, we need a means to char-

acterize conditions on which an individual is playing a

role. For instance, there is a condition to be satisfied

by an individual to be a killer, namely to have killed

someone. These conditions may be viewed as the de-

scriptive part of the regulation, besides the normative

part. Notice that they implicitly define a structure on

roles. For instance, the role asparagus-eater- is a sub-

role of the role eater, because its associated condition

(eating asparagus) implies the condition associated to

eater- (eating). In another way, the role killer is a sub-

ideal-role of christian, because its associated condition

(to kave killed) violates the norm associated to christian
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(they ought not kill).

When an individual is playing several roles, these

roles are merged after stating a judgment of priority

between them. This judgment of priority generally de-

pends on the individual, especially when the individual

is faced to a moral dilemma. However, in some specif-

ic situations, this judgment of priority may be derived

from the structure of the set of roles in term of sub-

roles or sub-ideal-roles hierarchy. In these cases, we

guess that our work is quite close to recent works whose

purpose was to deal with conflicting norms by apply-

ing non-monotonic logics [RL91, Hor91, McC92, Pra94,

vdT94]. It consists in viewing deontic rules as situation-

dependent rules that may be denied or defeated if an

exception occurs.

Recently, there has been also some attempts to rep-

resent contrary to duty norms by means of defensible

reasoning and therefore, to apply nonmouotonic logics.

Prakken and Sergot [PS94] argued that these proposals

are inadequate because they are unable to distinguish

between defeasibility and violability of primary obliga-

tions. They propose an alternative approach based on

an extension of SDL by adding, for every formula 1?, a

modal operator OB. If A is proposition, then OBA is

to be read “there is a secondary obligation that A pre-

supposing the sub-ideal context B“. In our approach,

the difference between defensibility and violability re-
lies upon the hierarchy of roles: the sub-role hierarchy

is used to discharge an exception and the sub-ideal-role

hierarchy is used to discharge a CTD norm.

There are several other issues to this work. As al-

ready noted in the introduction, we have to present the

semantics of the logic we propose in this paper, This

will be done in a forthcoming paper, We can briefly

say here that the semantics associated with composite

roles obtained by merging several roles is an adapta-

tion of possible models approach defined in the theory

of revision [KM88].

In this paper, we assumed that the judgment of pri-

ority is a total order between roles. In which situation

is it actually interesting to consider a partial order? For

instance, let us consider two roles RI and R2. If there

is no conflict between these two roles then it is not nec-

essary to state a judgment of priority between them.

However, this extension is straightforward because the

composite role obtained by merging R1 and Rz inherits

in this case of both norms associated with R1 and R2.

Another case is when there is a conflict between RI and

R2 but it is actually impossible for the individual to

simultaneously play the roles RI and Rz. In this case

too, it is not necessary to state a judgment of priority

between RI and R2. The third ancl final case is when

there is a c.onflic.t between R1 and Rz and it is possible

for the individual to simultaneously play RI and R2.

We claim that it is then necessary to state a judgment

of priority between RI and Rz in order to transform the

conflicting prima facie norms into non conflicting act ual

norms. Therefore, in this case we need a total order.

Another issue is that we consider that, when a judg-

ment of priority between RI and R2 is stated, let us say

for instance RI > Rz, then any norm associated with

RI takes precedence on the norms of R2. However, we

guess that it would be also interesting to express various

priority levels of the norms associated with a same role

(see [CD94] for a similar idea). For instance, we guess

that a Catholic should prefer to violate his obligation to

go to the church on Sunday rather than his obligation

not to kill. This represents another subject of future

investigation.
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